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Cliffs Goes Under the Knife
If you’ve not stopped in the shop lately, or at least driven by, you’ve missed all the excitement going
on. After 63 years, 3 moves, and many, many happy customers, Cliff’s Smoke Shop, in partnership
with Captain Jack’s next door is in the recovery stages of a major facelift.
Now, when you arrive, no longer will you
enter a small alcove and then into the shop.
The original double doors leading either to
the bar or the smoke shop has been replaced
with an all glass front with a door leading directly into the smokeshop. Captain Jacks
also has a door directly to the bar. We no
longer are sharing an
alcove. But Wait!
There’s more!
Along with the all
glass front, we have a
sliding glass door that
leads directly from the smokeshop to the bar. So, when you want that great
smoke after having a terrific drink, no need to go outside. Just sliiiiide open
the door and come on in. Your cigars await!
But Wait!! There’s Still more!
Captain Jack’s installed huge
double doors directly to the bar so
when the weather is good, you can walk directly out of the bar to the
sidewalk and back easily. But Wait!!! There’s STILL EVEN more!
Plans are in the works for another surprise next year. It will mean
greater freedom on where you are able to enjoy your cigars and pipes.
We will keep you posted as more information becomes available. STAY
TUNED!!!
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Cigars to Warm the Winter !!!
 Macanudo MAO Limited
Edition 2016

Our
Friends at
General
Cigar Company once
again have

turned out a limited edition for this year.
Macanudo, this year instead of unique tobaccos
for this superb cigar, focused on the tobacco seeds. The seeds selected date back to the original
1960s Dominican seeds. They were put through an “accelerated regeneration” process over eight
seasons in the Connecticut River valley and in the Dominican Republic. With the growing seasons
vastly diverse between the two, Macanudo took advantage of
the distinct differences then found in the tobacco to make this
one of a kind cigar.
With Dominican heirloom tobacco extensively used in addition
with Nicaraguan, and Colombian tobaccos for the filler, a Mexican San Andreas binder, wrapped in the U.S. Connecticut Shade
tobacco, this unique Cigar gives flavor galore in three different
sizes. However, only 1800 boxes of each size were produced,
so quantity is limited if you want to sample this truly once in a
lifetime cigar.


Cohiba Robusto (Enough Said)
The Natives of Hispaniola (now Santo Domingo) described the
cured tobacco they smoked for pleasure with one word “Cohiba.”
General Cigar Company now uses it to name one of their best. The
Cohiba Robusto packs a huge flavor worthy of its name. With original Cuban seed tobacco as the filler, Indonesian Jember binder, and vintage Cameroon
wrapper, this cigar delivers deep flavors all the
way through the smoke. Hand crafted with
expertise that befits only a top shelf cigar,
Cohibas are not the most expensive cigar for
your humidor, but should definitely be one
that is part of it.
Your cigar experience this winter will thank
you!

 Pepe Mendez Frees the Cigar!!
What have you brought home in your suitcase from a
trip? A good bottle of spirits? A few new shirts? Dirty
socks? Have you ever smuggled something either in or
out of a country. Well, we can all thank Pepe Mendez
for doing just that. In 1960, as the Castro regime began nationalizing the tobacco industry, including his
father’s cigarette manufacturing, he left Cuba with his
knowledge of Cuban techniques for aging, fermenting,
and grading tobacco, and a little smuggled contraband.
By 1962, after bouncing around the world to Spain and
the US, he settled in the Dominican Republic. And with his
knowledge, and the Cuban tobacco seeds that he smuggled out of Cuba in his suitcase, he shaped the cigar industry for the Dominican Republic, and provided the US with
a new ready source for top shelf cigar tobacco. Montecristo, in his honor, released the Montecristo Pilotico
Pepe Mendez. This cigar blends the tobacco
that Mendez brought to
the Dominican Republic, with Nicaraguan tobaccos in the filler to make a smoke perfection. With a Binder
of Dominican and wrapped in Ecuadorian Sumatra, the Pepe
Mendez shows off the process of that the real Pepe Mendez
brought to the world with
the expertise in cultivation, tobacco grading, fermentation, curing, and
aging tobacco. The cigar
industry would not be
what it is today without
Señor Mendez, and neither would his namesake,
the Montecristo Pilotico Pepe Mendez.

Petersons Ebony Beauty!
Peterson of Dublin has out done themselves again. This Black
Beauty is one of the Sherlock Holmes Ebony collection. The
Rathbone Ebony is not the largest pipe Peterson makes, but one
that will give a pipe smoker a great deal of pleasure. With an
overall height of just over 2 inches, this pipe will hold a good
amount of your favorite Cliff’s blend of tobacco. A great addition to anyone’s pipe collection!

From the Chair ...
OH BOY!!! Changes.. They are a’happenin’!!! The storefront of the shop
is changing . The Cigars are constantly changing. It’s almost Christmas
time. We just went through what arguably was one of the most contentious elections in history. We have a new President. And we aren’t sure
what tomorrow will bring. Yes… things are changing. But one thing can
be a “for sure.” Cliff’s will continue to bring the best selections of cigars,
pipes, cigarettes, tobacco blends, and accessories in Lincoln, and arguably the entire state. No matter what happens next, we won’t change our
commitment to you . To be honest, we don’t know what will happen with
new regulations by the FDA, if our new President will expand trade with
Cuba now that Fidel Castro is really gone, or whether the new store front
will get done by spring. None of that really matters in the grand scheme of things (with the exception of getting legal Cuban cigars in the country). What matters is YOU!. And with that we Thank You for your patronage all these years and look forward to
continuing to serve you.

Interesting Facts and S***!
The Cigar Festival Turns 9.
“The scent of a strong cigar wafted through me as I entered the room. I knew that I was in the right place when someone came up to me and asked if I’d need a light….”
Yes, it’s Back For Year
NINE!!, the Nebraska Cigar
Festival is happening once
again at the Pla-Mor Ballroom January, 20, 2016.
This is a DON’T MISS
Event! Please stay tuned
for more information as it
becomes available.
Trust us… It will be EPIC!!

GET YOUR TICKETS THROUGH http://www.nebraskacigarfestival.com.
(AND WATCH for the Tickets at the SHOP!!)

